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Croxley Green Beautification Project 

 
Introduction  
 
I wish to propose formally with this paper the first stage of the Croxley Green Beautification 
Project. I am proposing that for the first stage of the project 8 ‘Pedal Planters’ will be hired on 
a trial basis for 6 months. The location I have chosen is the parade of shops along Watford 
Road opposite the Red House pub - see image attached. 
 
Discussion 
 
The Watford Road location was chosen as in recent years the pavement and walkways have 
become littered with external signage and mopeds. It is hoped that by installing these 
planters it will bring a bit of natural life to the area and, as it will be one of the first things 
people see when exiting the Croxley Green Underground station, help to make Croxley 
Green attractive not just to those who live here but to visitors too.  
 
The planter positions have been carefully chosen, with a view to not cause obstructions on 
the pavement and to also mask unsightly areas – see map attached.  
 
The first stage of the Beautification Project will see 8 planters being hired. Through our 
investigations we found planters that incorporate cycle racks (known as Pedal Planters) 
which provide even more value for money, increase the amount of cycle parking around the 
station area and encourage bicycle use in Croxley Green. An example of a Pedal Planter in 
bloom is pictured below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The planters will be hired from a company called Plantscape. I, along with the Clerk & 
Administrative Assistant undertook a site visit with a Plantscape representative to make sure 
that the location was viable to install the planters. Whilst on the site visit the Clerk & I spoke 
with local shop keepers and estate agents about the project and they were all very pleased 
with the suggestions and welcoming of the potential new additions.  
 



Although this paper outlines that the planters will hired initially for a 6 month trial it is my 
hope and intention that this will be extended indefinitely and the project be potentially 
expanded to other areas around the village. As it is my hope that the planters will be 
installed all year round we requested that Plantscape provide summer & winter planter 
options. This means that the planters are delivered fully planted for each period and simply 
swapped over every 6 months. The summer and winter planters come with a different array 
of plants to compliment the seasons.  
 
7 of the planters will have a ‘bike rack’ at the end of the planter and 1 planter will have a 
‘bike rack’ at an end and a side. Due to the large size of the pavement at the parade of 
shops the planters will not be an obstruction to pedestrians even with bikes attached. All the 
planters are made from tough and maintenance free, recyclable polyethylene, that does not 
fade and is resistant to the effects of UV light.  
 
The planters also allow for a board to be installed on them providing us a chance to insert 
our logo onto the planters. This will be a great way of getting our logo out there and showing 
the residents of Croxley Green that we are proactive within the community. The location 
means that our logo will be seen hundreds of times a day as people drive down Watford 
Road and visit the shops. 
 
Under the cost Plantscape will deliver, install, remove and collect the Pedal Planters. They 
will also undertake maintenance if required and fill the planter’s reservoirs with water. The 
planters come with a reservoir at the bottom and have a system built in which draws water 
up to the soil meaning that that the planters become ‘self-watering’. This allows the project to 
become totally maintenance free in regards to Council time. The benefits of renting the 
planters instead of purchasing outright would be that it allows the Council to return the 
planters if circumstances change and we have no use for them anymore.  
 
The cost to the Council to hire 8 large Pedal Planters for 6 months would be £2540. 
Currently there is £500 in the budget for the Beautification Project. I propose that the 
remainder of the funding be drawn from general reserves.  
 
Two other companies were contacted and quotations requested but they were unable to fulfil 
the specification that was required.  
 
Recommendations 
 

 That, subject to permissions, the Council installs 8 Pedal Planters by the parade of 
shops along Watford Road opposite the Red House. 

 The Council rents the planters initially on a 6 month basis at a cost of £2540 (excl. 
VAT)  

 That the Council requests the planters be installed for Winter 2018 

 That in the 4/5 month of the initial trial a report is brought to Council requesting that 
the project be continued 
 

Cllr Andrew Hobbs 
16 October 2018  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





 


